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Abstract

Quantifying trade-offs within populations is important in life-history theory. However, most studies focusing on life-history

trade-offs focus on two traits and assume trade-offs to be static. Our work provides a framework for understanding covariation

among multiple traits and how population density influences the traits. Using detailed individual-based data for Soay sheep,

we find density strongly shapes life-history trade-offs and distribution of lifetime reproductive success (LRS). At low density,

a trade-off between juvenile survival and growth structures life-history variation whereas at equilibrium density (K), trade-off

between reproduction and juvenile survival is the major structuring axes. Contrary to Lomnicki’s prediction, we find the

distribution of LRS is highly constrained at K, with mothers of adult sizes contributing the most to reproduction. Our results

offer insights into how high density limits diversity of individual life-histories, advance an understanding of dynamic nature of

trade-offs and have implications for evolution via density-dependent selection.
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Abstract24

Quantifying trade-offs within populations is important in life-history theory. However, most stud-25

ies focusing on life-history trade-offs focus on two traits and assume trade-offs to be static. Our work26

provides a framework for understanding covariation among multiple traits and how population den-27

sity influences the traits. Using detailed individual-based data for Soay sheep, we find density strongly28

shapes life-history trade-offs and distribution of lifetime reproductive success (LRS). At low density, a29

trade-off between juvenile survival and growth structures life-history variation whereas at equilibrium30

density (K), trade-off between reproduction and juvenile survival is the major structuring axes. Con-31

trary to Lomnicki’s prediction, we find the distribution of LRS is highly constrained at K, with mothers32

of adult sizes contributing the most to reproduction. Our results offer insights into how high density33

limits diversity of individual life-histories, advance an understanding of dynamic nature of trade-offs34

and have implications for evolution via density-dependent selection.35

1 Introduction36

There is tremendous variation in life-history strategies (Roff 1992; Stearns 1992). The evolution of these37

strategies is known to be constrained by physiological limitations and in food-limited populations by trade-38

offs in resource allocation (Stearns 1989; Descamps et al. 2016). Evolutionary theory posits that organisms39

must allocate limited resources towards different suite of traits to optimize their fitness thereby resulting in40

trade-offs. Despite evidence for trade-offs, e.g., offspring-size/number (Smith and Fretwell 1974; Venable41

1992), immunocompetence and life-history traits in birds (Norris and Evans 2000), trade-offs observed in42

natural systems are less ubiquitous than those hypothesized by life-history theory (Metcalf 2016). Trade-43

offs may be difficult to detect because individual variation in resource acquisition is often larger than varia-44

tion in resource allocation (Van Noordwijk and De Jong 1986), thereby masking life-history constraints in45

empirical studies. Although life-history theory predicts costs of reproduction and therefore negative corre-46

lations among certain traits, individuals can show positive, negative or zero correlations (due to individual47

heterogeneity or environmental stochasticity) while simultaneously being involved in a classical physio-48

logical trade-off (Bell and Koufopanou 1991; Horvitz et al. 1997; Zera and Harshman 2001; Hodgson and49

Townley 2004; Descamps et al. 2016).50

Whether trade-offs within a population are static or change with environmental or demographic condi-51

tions is an important question. For instance, as population density varies, individual fitness (i.e. the ability52

to survive and reproduce) may also vary thereby impacting life-history outcomes. This could result from53

chance encounters with potential mates or competitive individuals. Thus, variation in population density54

can generate time-varying selection for different life-history strategies, via density-dependent selection.55

The concept that selection on life-history traits could vary with population density has been discussed both56

empirically and in theory by Dobzhansky (1950), MacArthur (1962), and Roughgarden (1971). Pianka57

(1970) proposed the r −K selection continuum, where r (that refers to intrinsic population growth rate)58

corresponds to strategies that maximize productivity (i.e. putting all energy into reproduction and pro-59

ducing more offspring) at low density and K (that refers to equilibrium carrying capacity) corresponds to60

strategies that maximize efficiency (i.e. putting most energy into maintenance and producing only a few fit61

offspring).62

This brings us to our central question:- how do we understand life-history variation at different densities63

while identifying life-history trade-offs (often masked due to individual variation in resource acquisition)?64
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Although we often tend to think of trade-offs and density dependence separately, we show here that they65

are intimately linked. Previous studies (Czesak and Fox 2003; Agrawal et al. 2010) have mostly focused66

on covariation between two traits but in our research we examine trade-offs among multiple traits by con-67

sidering the exceptionally detailed long-term observational data collected on Soay sheep (Ovis aries) in68

the St. Kilda archipelago, Scotland. The sheep system is of special interest because this population has69

been shown to fluctuate dramatically thereby exhibiting potential for density-dependent selection. Coulson70

et al. (2001) noted population declines of up to 60% occurred when population size was large and winter71

weather was harsh. This is due to nonlinear interactions between winter weather, population’s response72

to changes in density, and food availability (Grenfell et al. 1992; Clutton-Brock et al. 1996; Coulson et al.73

1999). The life-history and physiological mechanisms operating at low density may differ from those oper-74

ating at high-density (under intense resource limitation), altering the nature and direction of trade-offs.75

Our first result is that density dependence shapes life-history trade-offs in a food-limited population of76

large herbivore. At low densities, we find negative correlations between survival and growth during the77

juvenile stage (defined in the methods section). However, the intensity and strength of the negative associ-78

ation between juvenile survival and growth is density-dependent and increases with increasing population79

density. Interestingly, at equilibrium capacity (K), new trade-offs appear and strong negative association80

between reproduction and juvenile survival structures life-history variation within the population. Mul-81

tiple trade-offs are revealed by performing a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on average vital rate82

functions (survival, recruitment, growth). We find changes in population density affect the relationships83

among vital rates such as, survival, growth and fecundity. The strength of density-dependent responses of84

vital rates varies a lot, thereby resulting in trade-offs. Our findings are consistent with life-history theory85

(Stearns 1992) which predicts trade-offs prevent individuals from being proficient at both surviving and86

growing to large sizes. In addition, Kentie et al. (2020) found Soay sheep individuals with an optimal life87

history strategy at high density were different to those having an optimal strategy at low density and thus88

individuals could not maximise fitness in both high- and low-density environments.89

Next, we examined the effects of density on variation in demographic measures. The demographic mea-90

sures of interest are variation in average vital rate functions, net reproductive rate R0, and stable age-stage91

distribution (SSD). We also calculated the distribution of lifetime reproductive success (LRS) using Tul-92

japurkar et al. (2020) to tease apart trade-offs between allocation in survival and future reproduction. Many93

empirical studies have consistently revealed that distribution of LRS are often non-normal, zero-inflated94

and highly skewed (Cabana and Kramer 1991; Tatarenkov et al. 2008). This begs the question: does the95

distribution of LRS and the skew remain consistent across all population density regimes?96

We find the distribution of LRS to be highly constrained at high densities. LRS is an important compo-97

nent of individual fitness and our research predicts density dependence strongly affects the distribution of98

LRS. In particular, it is the females at prime adult size (∼ 25kg) that contribute the most at high densities,99

whereas at low densities contributions come from a wider range of body size (∼ 14-25kg). We find a sim-100

ilar pattern for average vital rate functions and stable stage distribution. We base our model and results on101

previously published Integral Projection Model (IPM) and delifing method presented in Coulson (2012)102

and Coulson et al. (2006), respectively. Using empirical data and life-history trade-offs between IPM pa-103

rameters, Kentie et al. (2020) created a covariance matrix that allows us to generate strategies spanning the104

range of possible individual life-histories that Soay sheep are expected to follow.105
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The work allows us to examine trade-offs, variation in LRS at low and high densities, and comment on106

how density can operate. Characterizing trade-offs as a function of population density can not only help107

elucidate the various determinants of observed life-history variation but will also determine what strategies108

may be most important for population persistence. Our framework is especially relevant for plant or an-109

imal species with individual-based life-history data such as Hypericum cumulicola (Quintana-Ascencio110

and Morales-Hernández 1997), Heliconia acuminata (Brooks et al. 2019), Poecilia reticulata or com-111

monly Trinidad guppies (Reznick et al. 2006; Bassar et al. 2016), and Cervus elaphus or commonly red112

deer (Gaillard et al. 2003), among others.113

2 Model and Methods114

We begin with IPM for Soay sheep and then describe sampling life-histories to evaluate trade-offs and the115

distribution of lifetime reproductive success. IPMs are structured population models that use linear (or116

linearized) regressions to describe the expected phenotypic trait trajectories (Coulson 2012; Ellner et al.117

2016). The IPM consists of four functions that describe how traits such as body size (z) influence survival,118

reproduction, growth and offspring size. All analysis was carried in R version 4.1.3 (2022-03-10) and the119

data and code are available here (zenodo link is: https://zenodo.org/records/10839977).120

For Soay sheep survival, stage transitions and reproduction during a single time interval depend on age and121

stage (Coulson 2012). Based on Coulson (2012) and Kentie et al. (2020), we model Soay sheep demogra-122

phy in discrete time with population projection matrices (PPMs) structured effectively by stage and add an123

maximum age of death. That is, we assume that at each age, the stage-structured matrices have same sur-124

vival and fertility rates until the sheep eventually die off at a certain age. Based on empirical observations,125

a maximum age of death is set to 16. This enables us to construct a block matrix with stage-structured ma-126

trices for each age.127

Note that the models are parameterised using female sheep data since the growth rate of Soay sheep pop-128

ulation is known to be female-dominant (Coulson et al. 2001) and there is no limiting effect of the num-129

ber of males for female reproductive output. We use previously published data and IPM for Soay sheep130

(Coulson 2012; Kentie et al. 2020). The generalized linear functions for survival and reproduction are as131

follows:132

S(z, t) =
1

1+ e−(s0+s1z+s2Nt)

R(z, t) =
1

1+ e−(r0+r1z+r2Nt)

Here, Nt is the population size at time t. s0,s1,s2 are the intercept, slope and coefficient for body size and133

density dependence and are our parameters of interest for varying survival. The same holds with r0,r1,r2134

and recruitment function. For the parameter values, both survival and reproduction increase with body size135

z until it eventually saturates.136

The growth G′ (z′ | z, t
)

and parent-offspring (also called inheritance) D
(
z′ | z, t

)
functions are described

by Gaussian probability density functions. The growth function G′ (z′ | z, t
)

is the probability that an in-
dividual with body mass z at time t will have a body mass z′ at time t + 1. The parent-offspring function
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D
(
z′ | z, t

)
is the probability that an individual with body mass z at time t will produce an offspring with

body mass z′ at time t +1.

G′ (z′ | z, t
)
=

1√
2πσ2

g [z′]
e
− (z−Eg [z′])2

2σ2g (z′)

D
(
z′ | z, t

)
=

1√
2πσ2

d [z
′]

e
− (z−Ed [z

′])2

2σ2
d (z′)

Here, Eg[z′] is a linear function that predicts expected body mass and similarly Ed [z′] predicts offspring’s137

expected body mass at t + 1 and are given by Eg[z′] = γ0 + γ1z+ γ2Nt and Ed [z′] = δ0 + δ1z+ δ2Nt . The138

function describing variance around the expectation σ2
g
(
z′
)

and σ2
d

(
z′
)

are also linear and are independent139

of population density. σ2
g
(
z′
)
= γ3 + γ4z and σ2

d

(
z′
)
= δ3 + δ4z. The table below summarizes the descrip-140

tions of our parameters of interest.141

We define Growth Increment as average size in the next time minus size today divided by the size today:142

Growth Increment, G =
(
Eg[z′]− z

)
/z = (γ0 +(γ1 − 1)z+ γ2Nt)/z. The intuition is that individuals reach143

an asymptotic size based on the stage (say y) at which growth increment (G) becomes 0. We can then par-144

tition growth increment until stage y for which individuals reach their asymptotic size. The individuals yet145

to reach their asymptotic size will have a positive growth increment and is denoted by G. We refer to these146

individuals as juveniles in this manuscript. This is important to note because we then partition survival147

based on individuals who have not yet reached their asymptotic size and describe it as juvenile survival (as148

is described in the next section). Soay sheep are determinate growers, meaning that they grow from con-149

ception to some time on their trajectory when they reach an asymptotic size. Effectively, from this time150

onwards, the sheep should not vary much in size on average during the adult stage and hence we do not151

consider growth beyond reaching asymptotic size.152

We use body mass distributed along 50 size classes as the trait since it is known to affect both survival
and reproduction in Soay sheep, and is affected by population density. The IPM functions describe how
body size z influences survival, reproduction, growth and offspring size by iterating the distribution of z at
t,n(z, t) to n

(
z′, t +1

)
:

n
(
z′, t +1

)
=

∫ [
D
(
z′ | z, t

)
R(z, t)+G′ (z′ | z, t

)
S(z, t)

]
n(z, t)dz

where population size is N(t) =
∫

n(z, t)dz. In matrix terms, the IPM can be written as:

n(t +1) = [D(t)R(t)+G(t)S(t)]n(t)

Using the IPM functions described above, we construct 50 × 50 stage-based matrices corresponding the153

each age for fertility and survival given by F(z′,z) = D(z′,z)R(z) and P(z′,z) = G′(z′,z)S(z) (Steiner et154

al. 2014). We can construct a matrix Pa which describes probability that an individual in stage z at age t155

is alive in stage z′ at t + 1 which is then used to calculate survivorship denoted by La. Similarly, we get156

Fa matrix which describes the number of stage z′ recruits produced by a female of size z at age a. The net157

reproductive rate R0 is calculated as the dominant eigenvalue of the matrix ∑a FaLa. Note that the summa-158

tion for ages a is until the maximum age of death (set to 16). In addition, we keep the matrices constant159
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Table 1: The table provides a list of 16 parameters we use for the four IPM functions (Coulson 2012).

Parameter Description
s0 Survival: intercept
s1 Survival: slope body mass
s2 Survival: slope population size
r0 Recruitment intercept
r1 Recruitment: slope body mass
r2 Recruitment: slope population density
γ0 Development, mean: intercept
γ1 Development, mean: slope body mass
γ2 Development, mean: slope population size
γ3 Development, variance: intercept
γ4 Development, variance: slope body mass
δ0 Inheritance, mean: intercept
δ1 Inheritance, mean; slope body mass
δ2 Inheritance, mean: slope population size
δ3 Inheritance, variance: intercept
δ4 Inheritance, variance: slope body mass

for all ages below the age of death which greatly simplifies our analysis. We can do this for different life-160

histories to understand the pattern of variation within the population. Below we describe how we generate161

many life-histories based on Coulson et al. (2006) and Kentie et al. (2020).162

2.1 Average vital rate functions at SSD to evaluate trade-offs163

Coulson et al. (2006) introduced an approach called delifing or leave one out to estimate the contribution164

of an individual to realized changes in population size and stage-age distribution during a time interval.165

Using delifing, Kentie et al. (2020) estimated covariance across Soay sheep life-history parameters (such166

as s0, s1, ... and so on) and examined how fluctuating population densities affect within-population varia-167

tion in life-history strategies. The covariance structure for Soay sheep life history parameters is then used168

to span the range of possible strategies we expect sheep to follow given the phenotypic life-history trade-169

offs within and between demographic functions. We sample parameter sets of vital rates from a space of170

10,000 life-history strategies (description of delifing in Coulson et al. (2006) and in Methods section of171

Kentie et al. (2020)).172

A parameter set comprises of the 16 parameters: (s0, s1, s2, r0, r1, ...), and are described in Table 1. For173

specific distribution (and values) for each of the parameters we refer to Kentie et al. (2020). We sample174

200 such sets from the covariance matrix (using the delifing method). We calculate population growth rate175

given by λ as the dominant eigenvalue of the age-stage block matrix. The individuals are classified into 50176

equal sized stage classes from 1 kg to 38 kg (based on their body size). Thus the dimension of the block177

matrix is 800 × 800 because we have 50 size classes and 16 ages. For each parameter set, carrying capac-178

ity K is evaluated by finding the population size that results in λ converging to 1. Carrying capacity ratios179

(0,0.5,1) correspond to population size N = 0, N = K/2 and N = K, respectively. The results are robust180

with respect to the sampling procedure and sample size. Figure A1 in the Appendix shows the range of181
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equilibrium capacity for the 100 parameter sets.182

To explore trade-offs, we calculated vital rate functions such as, juvenile survival (Ss), adult survival (Sb),183

Recruitment (R), and Growth (G). As discussed before, we partition individuals before they reach asymp-184

totic size based on the stage (say y) at which growth increment becomes 0 and take the average for growth185

increment until stage y (denoted by G). Similarly, survival for those individuals (Ss) is evaluated by aver-186

aging up to the stage (y) and is called juvenile survival. Sheep are considered at their asymptotic size and187

should not vary much in size on average during the adult stage. Hence we do not consider growth beyond188

reaching asymptotic size. This way we generate a dataframe/matrix of average vital rates weighted by sta-189

ble stage distribution (SSD) for 200 parameter sets. Note that the function describing variance around the190

expectation σ2
g
(
z′
)

is independent of population density so we don’t consider it (we verified using calcula-191

tions and the variance is small).192

To understand trade-offs, we perform a PCA on average vital rate functions discussed above and the corre-193

lation plot at three densities. We evaluate the carrying capacity K for each parameter set described above194

and then calculate the average vital rate functions at the carrying capacity. This gives us a dataframe with195

200 values for the 4 vital rate functions of interest (Ss,Sb,R,G). We can then repeat the exercise by calcu-196

lating the average vital rate function at any ratio of carrying capacity. We predict the effects of density by197

focusing on population N = 0, N = K/2, N = K. We also explore the results from increasing the equilib-198

rium capacity beyond N = K.199

Since we are interested in examining the influence of population density on vital rate covariations, we note200

the derivative of S(z, t) and R(z, t) with respect to N is of the form:201

∂S(z, t)
∂N

= s2S(z, t)(1−S(z, t))

∂R(z, t)
∂N

= r2R(z, t)(1−R(z, t))

Since S(z, t) and R(z, t) are both logistic functions, they are always between 0 and 1. The values of s2 and202

r2 are negative and thus the derivative of S(z, t) and R(z, t) with respect to N will always be negative. We203

plot S(z, t) and R(z, t) for different values of N in the Appendix (Figure A2).204

2.2 Lifetime Reproductive Success (LRS)205

LRS measures the number of offspring an individual produces over its lifespan and individuals may pro-206

duce 0, 1, 2... offspring, until they eventually die. The number of offspring produced during a time interval207

depends on the age and stage at the beginning of the time interval and is specified by probability distri-208

butions of producing 0,1,2, · · · offspring. The distribution is assumed to be Bernoulli since Soay sheep209

produce either 0 or 1 offspring in a time interval and we ignore twinning (less than 1.9% of the offspring210

recruited are twins Simmonds and Coulson (2015)). Thus, following Tuljapurkar et al. (2020), we can211

compute the exact distribution of LRS for the age-stage-structured vital rates.212

Tuljapurkar et al. (2020, 2021) developed an exact analysis to calculate the probability distribution of LRS213

for species described by age + stage models. The method assumes the empirical vital rates are known for214

a large cohort of individuals, for each st(age) of individuals life cycle. We use the method detailed in (Tul-215
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japurkar et al. 2020) to compute LRS distribution of Soay sheep individuals and examine demographic216

heterogeneities in the distribution.217

The mean of LRS distribution is the net reproductive rate R0. We decompose R0 into probability of having218

no offspring and R0 conditional on making non-zero offspring, denoted by γ and is easily calculated as one219

minus the probability of reproductive failure (β0).220

R0 = ∑
k≥0

kβk = ∑
k>0

kβk

β0 = 1− ∑
k>0

βk

where βk is the probability of having k offspring. We are interested in γ = ∑k>0 βk, which is the mean LRS221

conditional on reproducing at least once.222

3 Results223

3.1 Trade-offs and Correlations at different densities224

Using PCA, we examine trade-offs between average vital rate functions evaluated at SSD, juvenile survival225

(Ss), adult survival (Sb), recruitment (R), and growth increment for individuals before they reach asymp-226

totic size (G) (Figure 1).227

Most (between 68 and 80%) of the observed variation in vital rates is explained by the first two principal228

components. The variance along the first principal component is explained by the trade-off between sur-229

vival and growth until individuals reach their asymptotic size at low densities. However, at high densities230

the trade-off between survival and reproduction becomes most significant and structures life-history co-231

variation as shown in Figure 1 and Table A3 (sign for Reproduction and juvenile survival are opposite).232

We validated our results using broken stick model and identified principal components whose eigenval-233

ues surpass those predicted by the broken stick model (Figure A5 in Appendix). The variation captured by234

these components reflects significant underlying patterns in our data and is not a result of chance alone.235

We find negative correlation between Growth Increment (G) and Survival (Ss) for individuals before they236

reach asymptotic size is present at all densities and corresponds to the main structuring axis of life history237

variation across individuals. As we increase the density to equilibrium capacity (K), the strength of the238

negative correlation between growth increment and survival further increases (Figure A6 in Appendix).239

Interestingly, the trade-off between reproduction and juvenile survival is the largest at high population den-240

sities and reveals itself only in the density dependent case in the bottom panel of the figure A4. In addition,241

juvenile survival negatively correlates with all other vital rates- recruitment (R), adult survival (Sb) and242

growth (G).243

The figure A4 in Appendix shows the intensity of the association between juvenile survival, growth and244

reproduction at the three densities. This association has an increasing importance in shaping life history245

variation with increasing density and that at high densities there is a three-way trade-off between survival,246

8



growth increment, and recruitment.247

What happens beyond equilibrium carrying capacity? We examine the demographic consequences when248

the population density increases beyond the equilibrium carrying capacity (Figure A7 in the Appendix).249

We find that now the trade-off between survival and reproduction weakens as population density is in-250

creased beyond carrying capacity (K) but the growth-survival trade-off remains strong as shown in the251

correlation and PCA plot evaluated at population density N = (1.2)K and N = (1.4)K.252
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Figure 1: PCA results for average vital rate functions at SSD. Each panel corresponds to a density sce-
nario. Top most panel is for N = 0 case, followed by N = K/2, and N = K. Here Ss and Sb correspond to
average survival (over 200 life-histories) for individuals before and after they reach their asymptotic size,
respectively. Similarly, GIs and GIb is the average growth increment from one time to next for individuals
before and after they reach their asymptotic size, and R is the average reproductive output.

3.2 Variation in R0 at different densities253

Having identified the dynamic nature of trade-offs with population density, we wanted to examine density254

effects on demographic measures such as the net reproductive rate (R0) (same as mean of LRS) and the255

stable stage distribution. The R0 is calculated as the mean of the LRS distribution as well as through the256

age-stage block matrix (results are consistent). As discussed in the methods section, the model is age and257

stage-based in the sense that at age 16 we set survival to 0.258

Figure 2 depicts the decrease in variation in R0 as a function of population size and we find both mean and259

variance of R0 decreases with increasing N. Since both S(z, t) and R(z, t) are monotonically decreasing260
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in N, R0 is also a monotonically decreasing function of N. The key point here is the extent of variation in261

R0 for a density-independent (N = 0) and density-dependent case. The life-histories with large R0 at low262

densities are highly impacted.263

Figure 2: R0 as a function of population size. Each black point represents the R0 for a life-history evalu-
ated at the particular population size. The red triangle denotes the mean of the 200 life-histories from the
covariance matrix.

What factors contribute to decline in R0? We explore the question by understanding the variation in SSD264

and mother’s size distribution at three population sizes (N = 0, N = K/2 and N = K). Since we are in-265

terested in sizes (stages), we examine the SSD for stage-based matrix population model. For each sample266

of parameter set, we estimate the equilibrium size K and calculate the stable stage (size) distribution (Fig-267

ure A8 in Appendix). We take the average of SSD over 200 of our samples. Then we repeat by setting the268

population size at 0 and at K/2.269

As population size increases from 0 to equilibrium population size K, the distribution/proportion of adults270

increases while the proportion of juveniles decreases, in contrast with density-independent case which has271

a higher proportion of juveniles (as shown in Figure A8 in the Appendix). We observe the same when we272

examine the distribution for mother’s size (scaled by SSD) as shown in Figure 3. We find the range of273

mother’s size to be less at higher densities thus contributing to lower R0. Thus, as density increases there274

is a concentration toward individuals of large prime sizes (about 25kg) and contribution from individuals275

of sizes between 15-25kg is diminished. This is interesting because not only is there more competition and276

resource scarcity at high density but there are also less individuals contributing to reproduction. Thus, the277

focus is to produce few extremely fit offspring and this aligns with r-K selection theory.278

Lastly, we examine the relationship between R0 at density-independence (by setting N = 0 to evaluate the279

matrices) and the equilibrium size K for the parameter sets. Figure A9 (in the Appendix) shows K and R0280

are slightly negatively correlated as found in Kentie et al. (2020). Our results align with Pande et al. (2020,281
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2022) as they show mean population growth rate when rare (a measure of invasibility Chesson (2003)) is282

limited in its use as a metric for persistence.283

Figure 3: Plot for the distribution of Mothers size: on the x-axis we have mother’s size distribution scaled
by SSD and on the y=axis we have offspring size. Each panel corresponds to a density scenario. Left most
panel is for N = 0 case, followed by N = K/2, and N = K.

3.3 Variation in vital rates284

This section examines the relationship between average vital rate functions at SSD and mean lifetime re-285

productive success conditional on making at least one offspring (given by γ). We evaluate average juvenile286

survival (weighted by SSD) for our parameter set and regress against γ evaluated at the three population287

sizes (Figure 4).288

We find although increase in juvenile survival increases γ0 at low densities, near equilibrium size, R0 and289

γ0 are indifferent to changes in juvenile survival. We repeat the above by considering the relationship be-290

tween average recruitment and average growth (at SSD) with γ0 and the results are similar to that for ju-291

venile survival. Figure 4 show the constraints operating at high densities and equilibrium population sizes292

and perhaps how the mechanisms operating at different population sizes are different.293

3.4 Variation in LRS trajectories at different densities294

We calculate the distribution of LRS (Tuljapurkar et al. 2020) for the 200 life-histories sampled from the295

covariance matrix. From Lomnicki (1978)’s work, we hypothesize a higher variation in LRS among fe-296

males at high than at low density and our results are different from Lomnicki’s prediction (Figure A10 in297

Appendix). The LRS trajectories show considerable variation at N = 0 which is not reflected at high den-298

sities since the size distribution is skewed toward individuals of large body sizes. It is remarkable how the299
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Figure 4: Trends for average vital rates at different population densities. On the y-axis is γ , that is the
mean lifetime reproductive success conditional on making at least one offspring. The first three panels (left
to right at N = 0, N = K/2, and N = K) have average juvenile survival rates at SSD on the x-axis, the sec-
ond panel has average recruitment at SSD, and the last three panels have average growth at SSD.
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shape of the LRS distribution varies for the three density scenarios. At N = K (right-most panel in Fig-300

ure 5), the probability of havin zero offspring is higher when compared to the case when N = 0. For ani-301

mals (as discussed in the Methods section), the probability of having zero offspring corresponds to juvenile302

mortality. The results are consistent with empirical observations since field studies find high juvenile mor-303

tality at equilibrium population sizes than at low densities.304

To further examine trade-offs from LRS distributions, we generated life-histories where survival parame-305

ters (s0,s1,s2) are sampled from the covariance matrix and the rest of the 13 parameters are fixed to their306

mean values. Similarly, we fixed all parameters to their mean values but recruitment parameters (r0, r1, r2).307

The top panel of Figure 5 shows the average distribution of lifetime reproductive success and the confi-308

dence intervals for each offspring number. In the bottom panel of 5, we find at low population density and309

despite fixed survival, small variation in fertility by chance alone can lead to higher or lower probability of310

having zero offspring. In the Appendix (Figure A10), we also calculate the distribution when all parame-311

ters are perturbed and our results remain consistent.312

Finally, we fixed all parameters but growth parameters. Our expectation was the additive effect of survival313

(only) and growth (only) would be greater than the effect of varying both survival and growth parameters314

together. We find slight evidence for such a trade-off for low offspring (0, 1 and 2) but further analysis is315

needed to uncover the trade-off (Figure A11 in Appendix).316
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Figure 5: Plot for distribution of LRS. The top-three panels correspond to LRS distribution when only sur-
vival parameters are sampled from the covariance matrix and the rest of the parameters are fixed to their
mean values. The bottom-three panels correspond to LRS distribution when only recruitment parameters
are sampled and the rest of the parameters are fixed to their mean values. Each panel corresponds to a den-
sity scenario. Left most panel is for N = 0 case, followed by N = K/2, and N = K.
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4 Discussion317

We examine the interplay between life-history trade-offs and changes in density in Soay sheep. We use318

data from Kentie et al. (2020) to generate life-histories and found strong evidence for a trade-off between319

survival and growth during the juvenile stage at low density and between reproduction and juvenile sur-320

vival at high density (Figure A4 and Figure 1 in Appendix). Thus, the nature of this trade-off is not static.321

The negative correlation and its explanatory power increase as population density increases. In addition, at322

carrying capacity (K) new trade-off arise between adult survival and juvenile survival. Thus, not all vital323

rates are equally impacted by changes in density, which gives rise to trade-offs. At low density, the demo-324

graphic trade-off between growth and survival during the juvenile stage can be viewed as the main axis of325

life-history variation among individuals within population and aligns individuals along a slow-fast contin-326

uum similarly to what has been consistently reported across species (Stearns 1983; Oli 2004; Gaillard et al.327

2016; Jiang et al. 2022; Van de Walle et al. 2023; Salguero-Gómez et al. 2016). However at high density,328

juvenile survival and reproduction structure life-history variation within the population.329

Our findings are consistent with theory of life-history evolution (Stearns 1992) in that we find the evidence330

for trade-offs which prevent individuals from being proficient at both surviving and growing to large sizes.331

However, this markedly differs from previous analyses of intraspecific variation in life histories of verte-332

brates, which reported a lack of structuring axis of variation among individual life histories and no support333

for a slow-fast continuum (Van de Walle et al. 2023). This discrepancy might come from the absence of334

control for density dependence in previous studies. Alternatively, our simulated individual life histories335

might have included vital rate combinations that might have not been possible to observe in real individu-336

als. Future work comparing potential (as investigated here) and realized (as analysed by Van de Walle et al.337

(2023)) variation in individual life history strategies should allow to explain this discrepancy.338

Our results align with Kentie et al. (2020) as we find individuals with an average life history can not si-339

multaneously maximise fitness for both high- and low-density environments. This is because demographic340

measures such as average survival, reproduction at SSD and distribution of lifetime reproductive success341

are highly constrained at high population densities (Figure 5). The level of variation and diversity at low342

population densities is not maintained at high population densities. Ozgul et al. (2009) found population343

density and maternal body size explain significant amounts of variation in temporal trends of mean body344

weight in Soay sheep. We find the contribution to reproduction at high population density comes from345

females of prime adult size (∼ 25kg). However, at low densities reproductive contribution is from fe-346

males of both small and large sizes. There is a concentration of individuals of prime size at high densi-347

ties as shown in Figure A8 for stable stage distribution in Appendix. Increase in density may be a double348

whammy for females of small sizes since there is more competition and less individuals contribute to re-349

production. However, individuals of large body size may allocate in producing few extremely fit offspring350

at high population densitie.351

Our finding for probability of reproductive failure supports empirical evidence within Soay sheep popu-352

lation in the wild. At low density, juvenile mortality in Soay sheep is lower than the juvenile mortality at353

high density. Travis et al. (2023) provide a comprehensive review of density-dependent selection and how354

it may promote contrasting patterns of trait means at different population densities. Our research finds ev-355

idence for density-dependent effects on reproductive effort in natural populations, and aligns with r-K se-356

lection theory (Bassar et al. 2013). Our research predicts how density dependent influences strongly shape357
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the distribution of LRS and can lead to density-dependent selection since LRS is an important component358

of individual fitness. The decreasing complexity in life history variation at highest density does not support359

Lomnicki’s prediction that individual differences should be more pronounced at high than at low density360

(Lomnicki 1978). On the contrary, our findings reveal that resource limitation constrains the size distri-361

bution of females in population, which thereby restrict individual variation in vital rates and demographic362

outcomes such as lifetime reproductive success.363

There is empirical evidence for links between life-history trade-offs and density dependent selection from364

Drosophila cultures (Mueller and Ayala 1981; Mueller et al. 1991), insects (Gilbert and Manica 2010) and365

fisheries (Goodwin et al. 2006; Eikeset et al. 2016; Christie et al. 2018), among others. Mueller and Ay-366

ala (1981) studied populations of Drosophila melanogaster kept at low population densities (r-populations367

for about 200 generations) and then placed them in crowded cultures (K-populations). They found after 25368

generations the K-populations showed higher growth rate and productivity at high densities (relative to the369

controls), but lower growth rate at low densities and experimentally confirmed fitness trade-offs can arise370

from density-dependent selection. A study (Sæther et al. 2016) on great tits Parus major showed females371

laying the largest clutch sizes at small population sizes experienced the greatest density-dependent reduc-372

tions in fitness at large population sizes, thus providing empirical support for r- and K-selection. At small373

population sizes, phenotypes with large growth rates are favored, whereas phenotypes with high competi-374

tive skills are favored when populations are close to the carrying capacity K.375

Our framework is general and can be applied to plant or animal species with individual-based life-history376

data such as, Hypericum cumulicola (Quintana-Ascencio and Morales-Hernández 1997), Heliconia acumi-377

nata (Brooks et al. 2019), Poecilia reticulata (Reznick et al. 2006; Bassar et al. 2016), and Cervus elaphus378

and (Gaillard et al. 2003). Our results are based on life-histories generated from the covariance matrix and379

don’t correspond to data from real individuals. We also do not account for stochastic dynamics Lande et al.380

(2017) or climatic variation that has been found to affect population structure in Soay sheep (Ozgul et al.381

2009). Further exploration of density effects can account for timing of reproduction and age-dependence382

of demographic parameters, especially senescence for which there has been a compelling evidence for383

many ungulate populations (Loison et al. 1999; Gaillard and Lemaıtre 2019).384
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A Appendix A518

Figure A1: Equilibrium Distribution: mean 454

Figure A2: Plot of Survival and Recruitment functions for different values of Population, N.
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Figure A3: Table 2: Table of PCA loadings for the Principal Components.
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Figure A4: Correlation Matrices for the three population densities. The top most panel corresponds to N =
0, followed by N = K/2, and N = K. The colors red, blue, and white correspond to negative, positive and
no correlation.
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Figure A5: Eigenvalues from data and broken stick model. The top most panel corresponds to N = 0, fol-
lowed by N = K/2, and N = K. Blue corresponds to observed eigenvalues from the data and red corre-
sponds to eigenvalues from the broken stick model.
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Figure A6: Plot for negative association between average growth increment for juveniles at SSD on the
x-axis and average juvenile survival at SSD on the y-axis. The colors correspond to population density at
N = 0, N = K/2, N = K, N = (1.2)K, and N = (1.4)K.
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Figure A7: The top two panels show the correlation matrix and corresponding PCA at N = 1.2K. The bot-
tom panels correspond to N = 1.4K. The colors red, blue, and white correspond to negative, positive and
no correlation.

Figure A8: Stable Stage Distribution at different ratios of equilibrium population size. The legend N/K =
0,0.5, and 1 correspond to N = 0, N = K/2, and N = K.
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Figure A9: The plot shows negative correlation between carrying capacity, K on the x-axis and R0 at N = 0
on the y-axis.

Figure A10: Distribution of LRS when all parameters are sampled from the covariance matrix at different
population densities.
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Figure A11: Distribution of LRS when survival and growth parameters are sampled from the covariance
matrix at different population densities. The first and second panel correspond to varying survival and
growth parameters. The third panel corresponds to varying both survival and growth parameters simulta-
neously.
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